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emitting broadband LH waves.12
• The EIH emissions become more electromagnetic as plasma beta increases.13
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Abstract14
The stability of a quasi-static near-Earth dipolarization front (DF) is investigated with a15
two-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell (EMPIC) model. Strongly localized am-16
bipolar electric fields self-consistently generates a highly sheared dawnward ®E × ®B electron17
drift on the kinetic scale in the DF. EMPIC simulations based on the observed DF thick-18
ness and gradients of plasma/magnetic field parameters reveal that the DF is susceptible to19
the kinetic electron-ion hybrid (EIH) instability driven by the strong velocity inhomogene-20
ity. The excited waves show a broadband spectrum in the lower hybrid (LH) frequency21
range, which has been often observed at DFs. The wavelength is comparable to the shear22
scale length and the growth rate is also in the LH frequency range, which are consistent23
with the EIH theory. As a result of the LH wave emissions, the velocity shear is relaxed24
and the DF is broadened. When the plasma beta increases, the wave mode shifts to longer25
wavelengths with reduced growth rates and enhanced magnetic fluctuations although the26
wave power is mostly in the electrostatic regime. This study highlights the role of velocity27
inhomogeneity in the dynamics of DF which has been long neglected. The EIH instability28
is suggested to be an important mechanism for the wave emissions and steady-state struc-29
ture at the DF.30
1 Introduction31
Dipolarization fronts (DFs) are Earthward propagating boundary layer structures that32
are frequently observed in the Earth’s magnetotail. The most prominent feature of DFs is33
a sharp increase of magnetic field northward component over a scale length comparable34
to or less than the ion thermal gyroradius [Runov et al., 2009, 2011]. DFs are generally35
believed to be generated by magnetotail reconnection. When the hot and tenuous recon-36
nection jet encounters the denser and colder ambient magnetotail plasma, the kinetic scale37
boundary layer is formed [e.g., Sitnov et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2015]. The inhomogeneities38
of plasma and magnetic field parameters at DFs are expected to excite a number of wave39
modes. Waves with a broad frequency range are observed to coincide with the DF, with40
frequencies extending from below the lower hybrid (LH) frequency to above the electron41
cyclotron frequency [e.g., Zhou et al., 2009].42
The strong Earthward density gradient at DFs has been shown to drive a hierarchy43
of instabilities on different scales. Runov et al. [2011] revealed that the plasma density44
typically decreases by ∼ 50% at the tailward side of DF. Lapenta and Bettarini [2011]45
found with 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations that the density gradient at the46
DFs can lead to an interchange instability, the scale of which is selected by the kinking47
flux ropes upstream. Pritchett and Coroniti [2010] found with 3D electromagnetic particle-48
in-cell (EMPIC) simulations that the dipolarized plasma sheet configuration is unstable49
to a ballooning/interchange type mode, which has a wavelength on the order of the ion50
gyroradius. This mode can be interpreted as the low-frequency extension of the lower51
hybrid drift instability (LHDI). The evolution of LHDI at DF has also been investigated52
by Divin et al. [2015a,b]. It was found that the density gradient driven LHDI generates53
wave modes on the electron gyroradius scale with frequencies in the LH range [Krall and54
Liewer, 1971].55
The anisotropic velocity distributions are another energy source of unstable modes at56
the magnetotail DFs. Fu et al. [2012a] examined the pitch angle distribution of suprather-57
mal electrons in the flux pileup regions (FPRs) located behind the DFs. They found per-58
pendicular (T⊥,e/T‖,e > 1) and parallel (T⊥,e/T‖,e < 1) distributions inside the growing59
and decaying FPRs, respectively. These distributions are suggested to result from beta-60
tron acceleration due to the magnetic field compression and Fermi acceleration due to the61
shrinkage of a flux tube [Fu et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016b], and could62
drive the temperature anisotropy whistler instability and oblique electron firehose instabil-63
ity, respectively [Zhang et al., 2018].64
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While the density gradient and anisotropy driven instabilities have been investigated65
in a number of studies, the effects of flow inhomogeneity within the DF has been long66
neglected. The strong gradient of magnetic field BZ at DFs implies the existence of a cur-67
rent density in the dusk direction, which has been verified by satellite observations [e.g.68
Fu et al., 2012b]. The current density was shown to be mainly carried by the dawnward69
drifting electron flow, which consists of both diamagnetic drift due to electron pressure70
gradient, and the ®E × ®B drift due to the Earthward electric field. Note here the ions are ef-71
fectively unmagnetized in the DF thus can not undergo the drift motion entirely [Ganguli72
et al., 2018] [Wu and Shay, 2012] . The transverse electric field is essentially an Earth-73
ward ambipolar electric field due to the global compression effects and localized in the74
DF. Further quantitative analysis reveal that the ®E × ®B drift is dominant over the diamag-75
netic drift, and ion flow is relatively negligible [Fu et al., 2012b; Fletcher et al., 2019].76
Considering the kinetic scale thickness, the electron flows within the DFs are shown to77
have a substantial velocity shear, the electromagnetic effects of which on the DF stability,78
however, have not been well explored before [Ganguli et al., 2018; Fletcher et al., 2019].79
Velocity shear driven instabilities are ubiquitous in space plasma environments on80
different scales. Depending on the shear scale length LE relative to the ion gyroradius81
ρi , the consequent wave modes have different wave frequencies and wavelengths that are82
commensurate with the velocity shear [Ganguli et al., 1994a,b]. The classical Kelvin-83
Helmholtz instability (KHI) is in the fluid regime LE ≫ ρi , which can be observed on84
e.g., the Earth’s magnetopause [Hasegawa et al., 2004]. The wave frequency is much less85
than the ion gyro frequency Ωci , and the wavelength is much longer than ρi [Lin et al.,86
2014]. Kinetic theories have been developed to characterize the unstable wave modes87
when LE is comparable to or smaller than ρi . Specifically, the electron-ion hybrid (EIH)88
instability is driven by the transverse velocity shear with intermediate scale length (ρe <89
LE < ρi), when ions are effectively unmagnetized and electrons have shear corrected ve-90
locity distributions [e.g., Ganguli et al., 1988a,b; Romero et al., 1992]. The kinetic EIH91
modes have been verified in a number of space and laboratory experiments and numer-92
ical simulations [e.g., Scales et al., 1994a,b; Amatucci et al., 1996; DuBois et al., 2014;93
Liu et al., 2014, 2017; Romero and Ganguli, 1993], and are suggested to be important94
mechanisms for the generation of broadband electrostatic fluctuations. However, previous95
EIH studies have been mostly focused on the electrostatic emissions and assumed uniform96
magnetic field for simplicity [e.g., Romero et al., 1992; Romero and Ganguli, 1993]. EIH97
modes in a more realistic configuration of a DF with magnetic gradient and their nonlin-98
ear electromagnetic properties have not been well understood.99
Recently, Ganguli et al. [2018] showed with high-resolution Magnetospheric Multi-100
Scale (MMS) measurements that the ambipolar potential across the DF results in strongly101
sheared electron flows with sub-ion scale. Liu et al. [2018] reported MMS observation of102
an electron jet inside a DF that has a shear frequency larger than the lower hybrid fre-103
quency. Fletcher et al. [2019] investigated two DF events observed by the MMS satel-104
lite and developed a rigorous kinetic equilibrium. It still remains unclear how the highly105
sheared tangential flow may contribute to the distinctive broadband emissions at DFs. In106
this study, we evaluate the role of the velocity shear at DFs by investigating the excitation107
of the electromagnetic EIH instability [Ganguli et al., 2014] at a kinetic scale boundary108
layer with sharp gradients of magnetic and plasma parameters. Electromagnetic particle-109
in-cell simulations are conducted to explore the DF stability and consequent spectral char-110
acteristics.111
2 Model Configuration112
Figure 1 shows the configuration of transverse sheared flows in a magnetotail DF116
structure. The magnetic field at the DF is characterized by enhanced northward compo-117
nent BZ with a tailward gradient. An Earthward ambipolar electric field EX is localized118
within the front due to the compression of magnetotail reconnection outflow, which drives119
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Figure 1. Transverse sheared electron flow in the equatorial plane of a DF. The blue arrows show the north-
ward magnetic field BZ with a tailward gradient. The magenta arrows show the Earthward ambipolar electric




®E × ®B drift flow toward the dawn. The gradient scale length of the DF is chosen to be120
intermediate between the ion and electron gyroradius so that ions are effectively unmagne-121
tized within the DF while electrons are magnetized. The dawnward ®E × ®B drift and dia-122
magnetic drift of electrons result in a net current density toward the duskside. Although123
we choose a DF in the equatorial plane, our approach is valid to off equatorial DFs as124
long as the criterion that the scale size normal to the DF (of the order of an ion gyrora-125
dius) is much smaller than in the other orthogonal directions (of the order of several Earth126
radii). As explained in Ganguli et al. [2018], under this condition the physics in the nor-127
mal direction is only weakly coupled to the other orthogonal directions and the problem128
essentially reduces to 1D as far as the kinetic and fast processes, such as wave generation129
in and around the lower hybrid frequency, are concerned. The model we used for simu-130
lation is consistent with the fully kinetic treatment but easier to implement. However, for131
slow MHD scale processes other dimensions are important as well.132
In this study, we adopt a force-balanced model by assuming the ambipolar electric133
field is localized in the DF and the density profile has a smooth transition of hyperbolic134
tangent form. The force balance is achieved between the pressure gradient force, ®J × ®B135
force, and the electric force. The BZ profile can be then determined from Ampere’s Law.136
This is a simplified representation of the fully kinetic model in the strong shear region.137
As explained in Ganguli et al. [2018] and Fletcher et al. [2019], there are stronger gradi-138
ents on the order of a few electron gyroradius within the DF. These are the likely regions139
where the waves will first emerge and hence we simulate this region. Within this region140
ρe ≪ LE ≪ ρi and the the electric field may be modeled by Equation (1) and the density141
gradient by Equation (2). Equation (3) is the Maxwell equation which leads to the mag-142











∇ × ®B = µ0Neqe( ®Vdim + ®V ®E× ®B) (3)
BZ(x) = B0
√













Here EX is the Earthward ambipolar electric field. N(x) is the distribution of ion number144
density along the X direction. ®B is the northward magnetic field along the Z direction.145
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BZ(x) is the magnetic field distribution along the X direction derived from Ampere’s Law.146
LE is the shear scale length. Em is the peak value of the electric field. N0, B0, and β0 are147
the number density, magnetic field, and electron plasma β Earthward of DF, respectively.148
∆N is the ratio of density drop from Earthward to tailward relative to N0. Ne is the elec-149
tron number density which is approximately equal to the ion number density and satisfies150
Gauss’ Law. µ0 is the magnetic permeability in vacuum. qe is the electric charge of an151
electron. ®Vdim is the diamagnetic drift velocity of electrons:
−∇Pe× ®B
NeqeB
2 . ®V ®E× ®B is the
®E × ®B152
drift velocity of electrons:
®E× ®B
B2
. The two drifts represent the electron responses to differ-153
ent driving forces, which affect the wave generation differently especially when the gradi-154
ent scale size becomes of the order of an ion gyroradius or less [Fletcher et al. 2019].155
Figure 2. Initial profiles of (a) plasma density, (b) electric field EX , (c) plasma β, (d) electron plasma fre-
quency ωpe (blue) and electron cyclotron frequency ωce (orange), (e) magnetic field BZ , (f) electron total
drift velocity (blue), ®E × ®B drift (black dash), and diamagnetic drift (magenta), (g) ratio between shear fre-
quency ωs and the lower hybrid frequency ωLH , (h) lower hybrid frequency ωLH . The green shaded regions






Figure 2 shows the initial profiles of the plasma parameters and electromagnetic161
field components in the DF model. The X axis is pointing toward the Earth. The values162
are derived from the observed event in Ganguli et al. [2018] but have been adapted to163
accommodate the simulation capacity. Figure 2(a) and (e) show the plasma density and164
magnetic field BZ , which both use the values on the Earthward side as units. The plasma165
density has an Earthward gradient and drops by 25% tailward of the DF. BZ increases to166
about 1.8 B0 in the tailward direction as a result of force balance. Note in the observation,167
the tailward BZ is about 1.9 B0 (from ∼ 7 nT to ∼ 13 nT). This can be seen as the mag-168
netic field generated by the ®E × ®B drifting electrons with nearly stationary ions because of169
negligible gyro-averaged ion ®E × ®B drift due to the small scale electric field. Figure 2 (b)170
and (f) show the ambipolar electric field EX and the electron dawnward drift velocities.171
The EX has an peak value of Em = 0.1cB0. Here c is the light speed. The electron ve-172
locity is dominated by the ®E × ®B drift, with peak magnitude 0.069c. The peak magnitude173






varies from 0.08 in the tailward to 0.32 in the Earthward regions. Note βe = 0.6 in the175
observation of Ganguli et al. [2018]. Here the ion and electron temperatures are assumed176
to be uniform for simplicity , i.e. neither ion nor electron temperatures have spatial gra-177
dient. Figure 2 (g) shows the ratio between the shear frequency ωs and the lower hybrid178
frequency ωLH . The shear frequency is defined as ωs = Vy,e/LE and describes the in-179
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homogeneity of the electron flow. Here the ratio ωs/ωLH is up to 3 within the unstable180
















is shown in Figure 2 (h). The three frequencies are shown in183




Earthward of the DF.184
In this study, we use an electron thermal speed of Vthe = 0.1c and ion/electron tem-185
perature ratio of 4: Te = Ti/4 = T0. The ratio between electron plasma frequency and186
gyro frequency on the Earthward side is ωpe/ωce = 4. A reduced mass ratio between ion187
and electron is assumed mi/me = 400. The ion and electron gyroradius on the Earthward188
side are ρi = 16c/ωpe and ρe = 0.4c/ωpe, respectively. Here we choose the initial value189
of LE = 1.5c/ωpe = ρi/10.67 = 3.75ρe in the simulation so that ions can be effec-190
tively unmagnetized and electrons magnetized. The green shaded boxes in Figure 2 show191
the transition regions of the electromagnetic and plasma parameter profiles, which provide192
a rough estimation of the DF thickness as was used in observational analysis [e.g. Runov193
et al., 2011; Schmid et al., 2011]. Note that the initial DF thickness is ∼ 10 c/ωpe con-194
sidering the hyperbolic function form, and that the observed DF thickness is related to the195
saturated status of the instability. The DF thickness in this simulation is basically compa-196
rable to the ion scale length and consistent with observations [e.g. Fu et al., 2012b; Gan-197
guli et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018]. The Alfvén speed based on B0 and N0 is VA0 = 0.25c.198
The EMPIC model we used is two-dimensional in the configuration space with three199
velocity components (2D3V). Both ions and electrons are fully kinetic, and the full set of200
Maxwell’s equations are solved. In order to make use of the periodic boundary conditions,201
the simulation domain is doubled in the X direction and made symmetric about x = LX/2.202
The system length is LX = 100c/ωpe and LY = 50c/ωpe with NX × NY = 1024 × 512203
grid cells. The mean number of macro-particles per cell per species is 200. The time step204
is 0.01ω−1
p0
. Since the LH time scale is the natural time scale in the system, we use ω−1
LH0
205
as the unit where ωLH0 is the LH frequency Earthward of the DF.206
3 Simulation Results207
3.1 EIH Wave Spectrum208
Figure 3 shows the plasma density, electron velocity, and electromagnetic fields212
at t=24.25 ω−1
LH0
when the instability has evolved into the nonlinear stage. Figure 3 (a)213
shows rolled-up vortex structuring in the electron number density (Ne), which is charac-214
teristic of the EIH instability [Romero and Ganguli, 1993]. Figure 3 (b), (d), and (e) show215
coherent structures in the electrostatic potential Φ, BZ , and EY . A rough estimation of216
the dominant wavelength is 4.2c/ωpe, which is comparable to the shear scale length. Fig-217
ure 3 (c) and (f) show that the ion number density (Ni) still maintains a strong gradient218
while the electron sheared flow (Vy,e) has been mostly depleted. The saturated DF layer219
is broadened to ∼ 14 c/ωpe = 0.7 c/ωpi = 0.9 ρi , which is consistent with observations.220
Note the flow channel has a displacement along X due to the net magnetic gradient force221
as the ambipolar electric field is depleted by the instability.222
In order to further characterize the wave modes, we sample the transverse electric227
field perturbation of EY along the flow channel in the DF. The time history of the one-228
dimensional sampling is shown in Figure 4 (a). It can be seen that periodic wave struc-229
tures start to show up at ∼ 3ω−1
LH
. The wave fronts represented by the alternating strips230
indicate that the wave mode is propagating along the Y positive axis toward the dusk. The231
phase velocity estimated from the slope of the wave front is ∼ 0.004c, which is compara-232
ble to the ion thermal velocity.233
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Figure 3. Plasma and electromagnetic field variables at t=24.25 ω−1
LH0
: (a) electron number density Ne, (b)





A two-dimensional Fourier analysis is applied to the space-time sampling of electric234
field perturbations shown in Figure 4 (a). The consequent dispersion relation is shown in235
Figure 4 (b). It can be seen that the dominant wave number is around kyLE = 2 and the236
frequency is broadband from 0 to 5ωLH . At each sampled time, a spatial Fourier analysis237
is conducted to get the spectrum power of different wave numbers. The time history of238
the spectrum power for one ky mode is linearly fitted to estimate the growth rate of that239
mode. The growth rates of a few wave modes around the dominant mode are indicated240
by the black crosses shown in Figure 4 (b). It can be seen that the fastest growth rate is241
also on the order of the lower hybrid frequency. The dispersion relation shown in Figure242
4 (a-b) is consistent with the EIH theory that the fastest growing mode has a wavelength243
comparable to the shear scale length, the real frequency is broadband in the lower hybrid244
range, and the fastest growing mode has a growth rate comparable to the lower hybrid245
frequency [Romero et al., 1992].246
3.2 EIH Dependence on Plasma β247
We also explored the wave properties dependence on the plasma β. Another sim-248
ulation was conducted in which the plasma thermal velocity is increased by a factor of249
two so that the plasma β in the Earthward direction is 1.28. The density gradient, driving250
electric field, and shear scale length are kept the same. The maximum BZ at the tailward251
direction is slightly increased from 1.78B0 to 1.85B0. The wave structure and dispersion252
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Figure 4. Wave mode characterization. (a-b) Time history of EY perturbation sampled along the flow di-
rection in the DF, and the dispersion relation of the sampled EY . The black crosses indicate the growth rates
of each ky mode. (c-d) sampled EY perturbation time history and its dispersion relation for another test of





properties in the DF are shown in Figure 4 (c-d) in the same format with Figure 4 (a-b).253
The wave pattern becomes visible after ∼ 10 ω−1
LH
(Figure 4 c). The dispersion relation in254
Figure 4 (d) indicates that the lower hybrid spectrum shrinks to a lower frequency band.255
The fastest growing wave number shifts to smaller values around kyLE ∼ 1. The growth256
rate is reduced as the plasma β is higher. This is consistent with the theory [Ganguli257
et al., 2014] and observations of DF which indicate that the wave power is concentrated258
in the electrostatic regime.259
The effects of plasma β are further evaluated by plotting the electromagnetic per-263
turbations from the two simulations with low and high plasma β. Figure 5 shows the BX264
and BY sampled at t = 12.13ω
−1
LH
and y = LY/2 along the X direction. The results from265
the high β simulation are shown in cyan and from the low β in magenta. The magnetic266
perturbations in the high β simulation has a much larger amplitude than those from the267
low β simulation. Considering that the background magnetic field is only different by 4%268
and that the high β case has much lower growth rate, the direct comparison of magnetic269
perturbations here imply that the fluctuations driven by the transverse velocity shear at the270
DF are more electromagnetic with a higher β.271
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Figure 5. Comparison of electromagnetic perturbations between low and high β. The magnetic field com-
ponents (a) BX and (b) BY sampled along the X direction at Y = LY/2 are shown for two runs: β = 0.32




4 Discussion and Conclusion272
In this study, we investigated the velocity shear effects in the magnetotail dipolariza-273
tion front with a two-dimensional electromagnetic PIC model. A simplified configuration274
is adopted in which the DF is treated as a boundary layer with an Earthward plasma den-275
sity gradient, a tailward magnetic field BZ gradient, and an Earthward ambipolar elec-276
tric field EX . The velocity shear mainly results from the inhomogeneous electric field277
which represents the global compression effects. The particle distribution is deviated from278
Maxwellian, which provides the free energy for the EIH wave emission.279
It should be pointed out that the EIH mechanism is different from the LHDI. Firstly,280
the energy source of EIH instability is the velocity shear while the LHDI is driven by den-281
sity gradient. The EIH does not require a density gradient (Figure 3c) but depletes the282
velocity shear and relaxes the DF (Figure 3f) [Romero et al., 1992]. This may explain why283
DF electron jets are not commonly reported although a statistical survey is needed to eval-284
uate the occurrence. Secondly, the saturated EIH state is featured by vortex structure (Fig-285
ure 3a), distinct from the “finger" structures of LHDI [Pritchett and Coroniti, 2010; Divin286
et al., 2015a]. On the other hand, uniform ®E × ®B drift velocity is typically assumed for287
the study of the LHDI [e.g., Daughton, 2003]. This may be problematic for DF studies288
since when the scale size of the density gradient becomes comparable to an ion gyroradius289
(as typically found in DFs) the assumption of uniform drift does not hold [Ganguli et al.,290
2018].291
The DF thickness in the simulations presented in this study is representative of292
the ion scale length as has been found in observations [e.g., Runov et al., 2009, 2011;293
Schmid et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2012b; Liu et al., 2018; Ganguli et al., 2018]. Note that the294
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DF thickness in observations are usually estimated with the timing method. This method295
derives the propagation velocity of the DF based on two or more satellites that are close296
enough to each other, and estimates the duration of DF passing with the local minimum297
and maximum of the magnetic field profile. The DF thickness is then estimated as the298
product of the propagation velocity and duration time. In this simulation study, the model299
is set in the frame of the DF thus there are no propagation effects. The magnetic profile300
is simplified with a hyperbolic tangent like function, thus there are no local maximum or301
minimum. Instead, the DF thickness is estimated with the distance between the asymptotic302
points of the profile. It should be clarified that the shear scale length LE used in this ini-303
tialization is 1.5 c/ωpe, which is equivalent to 0.075 c/ωpi . However, the DF thickness304
based on the method typically used in observations is about 10 c/ωpe, as shown by the305
green shaded boxes in Figure 2. This thickness is equivalent to 0.5 c/ωpi or 0.6 ρi , as306
shown by the blue and magenta bars in Figure 2, respectively. The DF thickness is broad-307
ened as a result of the wave emission driven by the EIH instability. As shown in Figure308
3 (c), the DF thickness has increased to ∼ 14 c/ωpe by 24.25 ω
−1
LH0
, which is equivalent309
to 0.7 c/ωpi or 0.9 ρi . Here c/ωpi and ρi are both based on the initial values Earthward310
of the DF. Considering that the Earthward density increased slightly by 24.25 ω−1
LH0
, the311
actual ion inertial length is smaller than the value at initialization and closer to the DF312
thickness.313




, when the saturated314
states still hold. In another run that is not shown here, the initial shear scale length is dou-315
bled (LE = 3.0c/ωpe). The electron flow channel width is broadened to 1.9ρi or equiv-316
alently 1.5c/ωpi. Although the shear frequency is lower than that in the simulation pre-317
sented here, the EIH instability still develops very well. We present the results for LE = 1.5c/ωpe318
because the physics is similar while the computation is simpler considering that the sys-319
tem length needs to be commensurate with the shear scale length. It is also noteworthy320
that the flow channel in the saturated stage is shifted in the direction transverse to the321
flow, which is caused by the force balance. As the electron flow is depleted, the magnetic322
gradient force compresses the DF, which results in the Earthward displacement of the ini-323
tial DF.324
Uniform electron and ion temperatures are used in this simulation study although325
the temperatures typically have a gradient across the DF in satellite observations and self-326
consistently formed DFs [e.g. Runov et al., 2009, 2011; Lu et al., 2016a]. However, the327
temperature gradient in the MMS observation of DF reported by Ganguli et al. [2018] is328
negligible. This event is used in our simulation because its equilibrium physics is thor-329
oughly analyzed thus provides a firm basis to study the nonlinear evolution. On the other330
hand, the temperature gradient in DF is usually found to be in the opposite direction to331
the density gradient, which reduces the pressure gradient and hence the diamagnetic drift332
but not the ambipolar electric field driven ®E × ®B drift. This will further enhance the EIH333
waves and retard the lower hybrid drift or other pressure gradient driven waves.334
The higher plasma β in the study of EIH dependence on β is achieved by increasing335
the temperature of electrons and ions while keeping the other parameters such as the shear336
scale length LE the same. The challenge of using a larger β in the simulation is that the337
shear scale length and the system length have to increase accordingly with the electron/ion338
gyro radius while the electron gyroradius has to be resolved to achieve the ®E × ®B drift mo-339
tion. Considering that DF thickness is usually comparable to the ion gyroradius, a larger340
plasma β may imply a thicker DF boundary layer thus a lower shear frequency. Here we341
control the variables such as LE to highlight that with increasing β the wavelengths of the342
EIH waves become longer and they become increasingly electromagnetic. This is impor-343
tant since although the power in DF emission is mostly in the electrostatic regime there is344
also some power in the electromagnetic regime. The velocity shear generated EIH waves345
display this character. This has important physics implications since it implies that most of346
the energy goes into particle energization in the DF frame as the electrostatic power dissi-347
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pates rather than be transported away from the DF as Poynting flux by the electromagnetic348
waves.349
When the DFs are propagating toward the Earth, there is a convection electric field350
along the dusk direction. In this study, the EIH instability is investigated in the reference351
frame moving with the DF thus there is no convection electric field in the dawn-dusk di-352
rection. The ambipolar electric field along the X direction is not affected by the Earthward353
motion.354
The DF configuration adopted in this simulation is simplified however it retains the355
critical aspects of the DF. A three-dimensional PIC model starting from magnetotail cur-356
rent sheet configuration may provide a global view of the DF that is self-consistently gen-357
erated from the magnetotail reconnection with Earthward propagation effects. However,358
the EIH mechanism discussed in this study is essentially on the kinetic scale and a locally359
dissipative process. It requires resolving the electron-ion charge separation scale and time360
scale much below the ion gyro period. A local electromagnetic PIC model is sufficient for361
such a purpose. Achieving such resolution in a global PIC model is still not practical.362
This study provides the first electromagnetic kinetic simulation of the local dissipa-363
tion in DF due to velocity inhomogeneities. It is highlighted that the velocity shear sub-364
stantially contributes to the wave emissions at the magnetotail dipolarization fronts. The365
EIH mechanism is suggested to be responsible for the generation of broadband lower hy-366
brid waves at DFs. The transition of the EIH instability to more electromagnetic fluctua-367
tions with increasing plasma β implies that the waves with more electromagnetic proper-368
ties could propagate away from the DF and may affect other magnetospheric particle pop-369
ulations. The shear driven wave modes have implications for the energy dissipation and370
particle dynamics at the DF. Recent theoretical advances show that the EIH driven waves371
are formally electromagnetic especially when the wave vector has a finite parallel compo-372
nent [Ganguli et al., 2014]. In order to fully characterize the electrostatic and electromag-373
netic effects of the shear driven emissions at the DF, it is necessary to extend the current374
2D model to 3D and global model and consider a broader range of plasma parameters in375
the future. Whistler mode waves are also suggested to be excited by the velocity shear376
when there is a finite parallel component of wave vector [Ganguli et al., 2014]. Since the377
magnetic field enhancement at DFs is often preceded by a decrease [e.g., Liu et al., 2013;378
Shi et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2016a], it is also necessary to consider how the DF-dip could379
affect the particle distribution and velocity shear at the DF.380
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